ARE YOU USING AND
RECOMMENDING
TOMORROW’S TERMITE
SOLUTION THAT’S
ALREADY HERE?

Here is what some leading pest controllers who
are experiencing success with ALTRISET had to say
about it.

We only use termiticides that we have
complete confidence in. Safety to our
customers and employees is a key issue and
company policy, ALTRISET is a great fit due to
the non-toxic label. Its mode of action ensures
termites “stop feeding” in 2 to 4 hours, but live
long enough for colony transfer to other nestmates. ALTRISET is an exceptional product.
DAVID CLOAKE FROM SANDGATE PEST CONTROL,
BRIGHTON, QLD.

ALTRISET is our flagship product for termite
control. It’s incredibly effective, but most of all
it’s safer to our customers and our technicians.
TOM BOSCHMA FROM SPECIALIST TERMITE CONTROL, MELBOURNE,
VICTORIA. (NATIONAL PEST MANAGER OF THE YEAR 2014 AND 2015)
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NICK BENTLEY FROM FRONTLINE TERMITE AND PEST CONTROL,
YARRA VALLEY, VICTORIA.

“

“

“

“

It’s our product of choice, it’s safer and very
effective. Termite damage stops soon after
treatment, but the termites die slowly, allowing
for complete, unprecedented colony transfer.
80% of our customers go with ALTRISET.

Are you using ALTRISET as your preferred
termite treatment yet? Many of Australia’s leading
pest controllers have recognised the benefits
of ALTRISET and are growing their businesses
with it as their preferred termite product. There
are compelling reasons why you should be
recommending ALTRISET to your clients:
 LTRISET is the very latest in termite
A
control chemical technology – combining
unprecedented safety with incredibly effective
termite killing power
 LTRISET is safer for you and your staff – it is
A
exempt from poison scheduling and no PPE is
required when applying it
 LTRISET has proven to be very effective with
A
exceptional results achieved by pest controllers
Australia wide
 LTRISET is very versatile – it can be used as a
A
foam, direct treatment, barrier treatment or to
complement or replace baiting
 LTRISET can add real value to your business
A
with its unique combination of features

LATEST TECHNOLOGY
ALTRISET represents the latest in liquid chemical
termite control technology. No other product
can match its incredible combination of safety,
effectiveness and versatility. Progressive pest
controllers all over Australia are seeing the significant
advantages that ALTRISET can provide their
businesses.
Don’t be left behind using older technology. Whilst
older termite chemical treatments may still perform
satisfactorily, ALTRISET is the new standard when it
comes to safety in combination with effectiveness.

UNPRECEDENTED SAFETY
BUT VERY EFFECTIVE
ALTRISET is safer for you but deadly to termites.
The targeted, unique mode of action of ALTRISET
means it has very low toxicity to mammals, birds,
earthworms and even honeybees. Only certain insect
muscles are sensitive to and targeted by the active
ingredient in ALTRISET, chlorantraniliprole, which is
what makes it a safer option.

ALTRISET really is the new benchmark
in safety in combination with very
effective termite control.

ALTRISET AND BAITS
While baits seem to be a safe alternative to many
chemical treatments, they cannot match the unique
combination of safety and efficacy of ALTRISET.
ALTRISET has been successfully used in sites
previously only deemed to be suitable for baiting
such as childcare centres, healthcare facilities and
even zoos.

It literally is tomorrow’s termite
solution that’s already here.

ALTRISET is tomorrow’s termite control solution that
is already here and waiting for you to take advantage
of it. ALTRISET is the product your customers want
and is the product that can progress not just your
business, but the entire pest control industry.

ONLY A TERMITICIDE AS ADVANCED
AS ALTRISET:
Stops termites feeding within hours
Kills 100% of directly and indirectly exposed termites within
14 days
Provides superior transfer for colony control
Has versatile application options to cover different situations –
foam, direct treatment, barrier treatment and complement or
replace baiting
Protects homes for many years
Is exempt from poison scheduling – no use of PPE required to
apply it, customers not required to leave their homes
Is safer for you, your customers, their families and pets but
deadly to termites

You can find more information about ALTRISET at
www.syngentapestmanagement.com.au or speak
to your Syngenta representative.
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